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Paper summaries
• You must have handed in your two summaries BEFORE the lecture

• You can use the summaries during the oral exam (“open book”)

• You cannot complete SSI without submitting 12 paper summaries!

• First two summaries due at 7 AM on Thu May 6



Interactive lectures
• Goal: enable you to learn from each other and further increase your understanding of the papers 

(contributes to preparing yourself for the oral exam)

• Interactive format

• Teachers summarize two papers per lecture

• Multiple-choice questions (not graded) and discussion

• We ask at least one of you to share their thoughts on each paper (pros, cons)

• Enables you to learn from each other, so mandatory to participate

• A 7th “re-sit” lecture in case you miss a lecture (optional for everybody else), same format



Lab assignment
• Create groups of 3 on Canvas, at least 2 IoT devices per group

• MUD descriptions: you’ll need to generate them yourselves, tools are available

• IoT devices: you’ll need to work with the actual hardware, no emulations (unless as an extra)

• Use IoT devices without a browser-like interface, such as light bulbs, audio speakers, doorbells

• Do not use multi-purpose devices like tablets, phones, laptops

• Etienne Khan available for assistance



Important dates
• Two summaries per lecture: before the lecture in which the papers will be discussed

• Lab report (PDF) and required files: Sun June 20, 2021, 23:59 CEST 

• All to be submitted through CANVAS
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Common pitfalls
• Forgetting to submit summaries or submitting the wrong ones ;-)

• Starting too late with the lab report

“I love deadlines. I love the whooshing noise they make as they go by.”

-- Douglas Adams

• Properly test your measurement setup. Consider reproducability early on.

• “Oh, I just copy this paragraph from this website”
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Staying up to date
• SSI homepage at https://courses.sidnlabs.nl/ssi

• Authoritative source for information about SSI

• Recommend visiting it every now and then
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Next lecture: Thu May 6, 09:00-10:45
Topic: IoT concepts and applications


